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We all want to save the bees. We could organise petitions.
We could march on Whitehall, smokers ablaze. We could
harangue those that lead our beekeeping organisations.
But we are in a privileged position. We can save bees by
doing the simple things properly – ensuring that the varroa
population in our colonies is controlled and ensuring that
our colonies have sufficient stores to get through the winter. In the middle of August is the time to start treating
with thymol (Apiguard, Thymovar, etc) as part of your
IPM procedures and in the middle of September feeding
for winter can start. Get these two procedures right and
winter losses should be less than 10%. Let’s make sure we
are prepared, that we have procured the appropriate treatments, that we have bought enough sugar, that we have
the appropriate feeders and we have thought through the
procedures we are going to use. Yes – let’s save our bees.

CountrySide Live Event
Saturday 18th Oct & Sunday 19th Oct 2014
At Great Yorkshire Showground
Please Note
This event includes the

The Annual YBKA Honey Show
For details and a Schedule of Entries contact the Chief Steward Dave Shannon
(daveshannon.aca@me.com)
Closing Date for entries Friday 12th Sept
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Yorkshire Beekeepers Calendar
Fri 5th Sept 2014
Fri

24th

Oct 2014

YBKA General purposes committee
YBKA General purposes committee

18th/19th Oct 2014

Countryside Live & YBK Honey Show

30th

National Honey Show

Oct/1st

Nov 2014

Fri 21st Nov 2014

YBKA General purposes committee

Sat 6th Dec 2014

YBKA AGM

Fri

16th

Jan 2015

Sat 14th March 2015
Fri

27th

March 2015

YBKA General purposes committee
YBKA Annual spring Conference
YBKA General purposes committee (AAM follow up)
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Bob Hunter, the YBKA treasurer, introduces himself
II’ve been around bees all my life. I remember my first sting, I was probably about four years old and was
“helping” my father with his bees. He kept them at that time on a “bomb site” just down the road from
our house (it was just after the war – about 1950) and I was running through a patch of michaelmas daisies when a bee took objection to my fun. I was just in front of the hive mind!
Beekeeping in those days was much different. Dad had started his beekeeping just as the “Isle of Wight
Disease” was being resolved in the early thirties and was one of the old school, rarely wore a veil, never
wore gloves and used an old screwdriver as a hive tool. I still have his WBC hives. As he moved around
the country with his work he moved his bees with him – in a WBC. I have his diary where in one entry he
describes being called to the train’s guards van on a journey from Bristol to Barrow in Furness because
his bees were escaping. He won many prizes for his very light honey which he got from the fields of clover grown in those days for fodder.
I took over his equipment and bees gradually through the late seventies and early eighties, changing at
the same time to National hives, being a member of first Leicestershire and then Nottinghamshire Beekeepers. I learned, along with everybody else how beekeeping had to change with the introduction of
oilseed rape, and got some really magnificent honey from an avenue of lime trees next to my apiary. A
career change involving considerable time overseas coincident with the arrival of Varroa in the UK meant
me giving up keeping bees in the nineties. I tried to start again around 2000 following my move to Yorkshire and again found that beekeeping had changed as a result of Varroa. I was a member of Halifax for a
couple of seasons and attended their beginner’s course led by the redoubtable John Philips. Pressure of
work was still too much though, so I didn’t really get started again until I retired, when I joined Huddersfield and Bradford Associations. I am still a beginner beekeeper and am quite envious of those of you
who seem to be able to spot the queen from 100 yards. I do feel, however that I can contribute to the
well being of Beekeeping by acting as treasurer and as a member of the YBKA’s GPC and Working Groups,
keeping the Association grounded and improving its openness and accountability and as a beginner making sure the Association is not just for the elite experts.

Neonicotinoids Debate
For those interested in this debate here is a link to a survey of every single peer reviewed scientific paper
on neonicotinoids.
http://www.tfsp.info/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/8_ESPR_11356_2014_3229_OnlinePDF.pdf
Please note that the YBKA, like BBKA, has no official stance on this issue at this time. Of course we encourage the dissemination of information on the topic so that any debate between members is fully informed. As editor I am hoping that a future edition will contain an article arguing why the ban is not a
good policy.

Free Small Ads
John Whitaker - A kindle edition of ‘On the Keeping of Bees’ is available on Amazon.
Phil Khorassandjian - Bee suits and jackets, round hat or fencing veils, 100% cotton, 10% pre-order discount until 31 March. www.apibee.co.uk
This area is available to any member of YBKA who has anything to sell, excluding full time businesses. If you wish to have an
entry included, e-mail the editor with the wording of the ad, restricting it to three lines (approx 40 words). There is no charge.
Say whether you want the ad in for one edition or every edition. Please state your name, association and BBKA membership
number.
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General Husbandry Training Course
Dates: June 28th and 29th 2014

Venue: Woodmansey Village Hall

Facilitator: Graham Royle

Assistants: John Whitaker and Jim Pearson

We’ve been bee keeping for 3 years and just found out we know nowt!
Well, that’s not quite true as we did the initial training and have attended other training evenings plus
we’ve had input from several experienced members of the Beverley Bee Keeping Association. We’ve got a
few hives and we’re ‘learning on the job’ as the saying goes. However, so far as knowledge goes, up to
now we’ve barely scratched the surface. Therefore, when the opportunity arose to attend the general
husbandry course locally we enrolled along with 13 other members of our association.
The aim of the course was to cover the syllabus for the General Certificate in Beekeeping Husbandry examination, although there was no requirement to take the exam.
The theory sessions were held in the mornings and were wonderfully facilitated by Graham Royle who
took us step by step through every aspect of the knowledge and skills base candidates are required to
demonstrate in order to pass the examination. Amongst other things this included queen rearing, hygiene, labelling and disease recognition.
In the afternoons we moved to the apiary where Graham was ably assisted by bee keepers, Jim Pearson
and John Whitaker. We divided into 3 groups to learn and practise various techniques and practical skills
e.g. finding and marking the queen, carry out disease inspections, artificial swarming and Bailey frame
change. Fortunately the weather held fair.
As well as covering the syllabus we were given advice on avoiding common mistakes when taking the exam and many useful tips on general bee keeping.
We thoroughly enjoyed the entire weekend. It was relaxed, informative and useful for both experienced
and less experienced bee keepers, extremely well run and absolutely excellent value for money. I would
say this course would be invaluable for anyone intending to undertake the General Husbandry examination. It’s clear it isn’t easy to pass.
A big thank you to all the trainers and Wendy Maslin for organising the weekend and providing her delicious honey flapjack!
And last but not least, respect to those who undertake and pass the certificate.
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It’s easy when you know how
That Jim lad bee keeper, ‘e dunt arf no ‘is stuff
Un ‘e did his level best to impart it to us
‘E showed us sum trix, sed, ‘they’ll be reight,
They’ll find their way ‘om afor th’end ‘o neight
It’s easy when you know how
Such a contrast to John, so gentle in tone
Who showed how to move bees far away from their home
The Bailey frame change had been a mystery to me
But was suddenly clear when he explained it to me
It’s easy when you know how
Then there’s Graham, of course, the man’s a genius!
He maintained a balance between the light and the serious
He focussed mainly upon the syllabus
And some stuff he told us, once you know it, is obvious
But, like they say, it’s easy when you know how

Badger’s Heather gems
Going to the heather moors is fast looming upon us…success at the ling heather depends on a number of
principles…
The three essentials are – strength of the foraging force, the site and finally good weather. Beekeepers new
to heather honey production so often under estimate the importance of choosing a good heather site: such a
site is one of the three musts for a successful harvest. Over the years I have found that a good number of
beekeepers over look any consideration of what makes a good heather site.
It is essential to reconnoitre possible heather sites during July or earlier. A visit to the moors to sound out
permission from the moor keeper or landowners should always be done well in advance. It is rarely if ever
refused. Much information can be gleaned from sheep farmers and gamekeepers. Do not put hives down on
the moor, no matter how isolated, without seeking permission.
Avoid the temptation to find a site near scrub farmland or carrs (unproductive wasteland). Such sites are
often very accessible, near to the roadside and level pasture land that all too often harbours the notorious
weed Ragwort (Senecio Jacobaea), a yellow daisy-like flower whose flowering period is mid-July to end of
summer; its nectar produces a bitter honey. It takes very small amounts to spoil what might have been a
splendid sample of heather honey.
The amount of solid heather grown should not be overlooked! The chosen site should host at least 40 plus
hectares (100 acres), all within easy range of the bees. Small patches of heather are of little use. The hives
should be as near as possible to the heather as is practicable.
The ideal location should be from sea level to 200m-300m. A shallow depression that shelters the hives
from the westerly winds is essential; such sites should not be a natural drain area from the surrounding hillside. Well sheltered hollows are useful provided that they not shaded throughout the day or in deep pockets
out of natural sunlight, such sites harbour cold air and towards the end of the day shade will cut down essential flying time. Avoid a site that has darkening chilling shadows falling across the hives; this will shorten the working day of the foraging bees. Maximum flying time is essential to a successful harvest.
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Reports from the Great Yorkshire Show 2014
TThe chairman , Tony Jefferson, thanks all the members who helped at the YBKA Pavilion
Following the building of the new YAS Hives and Honey Pavilion (report on this elsewhere) this year we
were back in our ‘own home’ the Normanby Pavilion. Over the last 3 years we gave space in the pavilion to
the honey exhibition and with the exception of the honey sales, decamped most of our YBKA activities into
an adjacent marquee. This was not an ideal situation, but it did result in all the beekeeping events to be
located in one common area of the show field. Previously we did encounter space restrictions, but as it was
a stop gap situation we all managed to make the previous shows a success. Having more space this year
enabled us to improve our displays and provide improved response to the many questions from the public.
I am really pleased to report that as well as the old accomplished hands, we had some new enthusiastic
helpers over the 3 days and they did a fantastic job entertaining the public. All the YBKA representatives
had a busy and I hope an enjoyable time over the 3 days. It is not possible to thank people individually (in
case I miss someone) but a massive thanks to everyone who assisted with the setting up and helping during the event, including the tidying away at the end of a tiring 3 days. However, I am sure you agree a special thanks should go to Sheila and David Mead for keeping a constant supply of refreshments !
There has already been a few suggestions for improvements, which will be carefully considered for the future. Should anyone have any suggestions, then please pass them on, so we can improve the event.

156th Great Yorkshire Show - Hives and Honey Show
A Honey Show has been held at the Great Yorkshire Show since 1885. In 1999 as part of the showground
redevelopment the venue for the previous Honey Show was lost and since then it has swarmed around

several sites on the showground but has now been happily hived in a devoted development adjacent to
the Normanby Pavilion, Headquarters of the YBKA. We are profoundly grateful to YBKA for accommodating the show in the Normanby Pavilion. For last three years the YBKA decamped into less than satisfactory
accommodation to exhibit their displays and demonstrations.
The new Hives and Honey Pavilion, located in the Apiculture Centre area of the showground, was officially
opened by HRH the Countess of Wessex, during a dedicated interlude in the judging of entries on the first
morning of the Great Yorkshire Show, Tuesday July 8th.
The signwriters error created some amusement with the Yorkshire Post describing the notice board spelling of the new Pavillion as ‘a bit of a Bumble’.
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In recognition of the unveiling of the Hives and Honey Show permanent new home three newly donated
trophies were gratefully received by Nigel Pilling on behalf of the Yorkshire Agricultural Society:1 For ‘Best Exhibit in All Classes’ offered by the VyVyan-Hobbs family who were attenders of the
show for 71 years, awarded to Mr M Hobson.
2 For ‘Best Reserve Exhibit in All Classes’ offered by Michael Badger MBE and Gerald Moxon MBE
awarded to Mrs K Brown for Wax Flowers.
3 For ‘Best Exhibit of all Beeswax or Candles’ offered by the Worshipful Company of Wax Chandlers
– London awarded to Mr I Flatman.
Nearly all entrants were successful in being awarded at least one prize for their entries, and many took
home several awards and rosettes, some on their first involvement with showing.
The spacious and versatile accommodation within the new Pavilion is a tribute to the unstinting efforts,
perseverance and duration of commitment to the Hives and Honey Show by Michael Badger MBE.
The Honey Show itself was an outstanding success with over 500 hundred entries registered from some 30
entrants (not all from Yorkshire). The YBKA membership is 60 times the number of entrants and opportunities for showing are encouraged and always invited from the other 1700+ members of YBKA. Don’t forget that our own YBKA Honey Show is to be held at Countryside Live in October giving an opportunity,
along with your local honey shows, of showing off your ability to produce quality honey and hive products.
Display of awards received always helps your own honey sales!
The Stewards thoroughly enjoyed the well thought out accommodation and improved facilities for the
Hives and Honey Show where we were able to display the entries in a presentation representative of the
dedication of the entrants. The opportunity to have space to interact and chat with members of the public
and beekeepers has been a major step forward. We have ideas around continual improvement of facilities,
entry classes and educational content and would welcome any suggestions from members. Stewarding is
an enjoyable, rewarding and social vocation open to all who may want to participate. Please consider participating by applying to join even for a single day, offering an opportunity to widen your knowledge of
honey products.
In summary the venue has been a while in the brood stage but we are now hatched, working and gathering. The guards are without a sting and the nectar and wax brought in by the member workers are awaited
in the form of entries for the future use and survival of the Hives and Honey Colony.
Simon Maslin

Great Yorkshire Show
2014
Once again the Yorkshire beekeepers pavilion at the show ground over the three days of the show was a buzz of activity, with a constant stream of people making their way through the various sections set up throughout the pavilion. We had a stand for FERA, where people could get advice from the seasonal bees officers who man the stand
daily, as well as take away various papers and booklets on bee diseases and other helpful things to benefit them
throughout the season with their bee management.
We had a stand for (Bees for Development) run jointly and very successfully once again by Y.B.K.A and Harrogate
and Ripon BKA, selling various articles and handing out leaflets to raise money for this great charity.
We have a large stand manned by our expert volunteers where the public and prospective new beekeepers can
come along and get to know the full workings of the bee hive and how a colony of bees works from start to finish.
They have on display virtual hives and cut away hives to help with their explanations. This section is run by our vice
chairman Phil Gee, plus volunteers and is always a resounding success.
Straight across we have our resident microscope stand run by George Flowers of Whitby. He brings along a host of
interesting slides for the public to view under the microscope and lots of other varied things to view for adults and
children alike. There is always a gathering of interested persons around him throughout the day.
We then have our honey tasting stand. When members and volunteers bring along their honey for sale, they also
bring along an identical jar for tasting by the public. This stall was run by Peter Schollick from Richmond. Peter
makes the public aware of where the honey comes from, what type it is, how the bees collect it and store it in the
comb. Sections, cut combs, liquid and creamed honey of various types are there for the public to try.
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Straight across and the final stand within our pavilion is our Honey for Sale counter. The man in charge of this operation is our treasurer Bob Hunter. This is where all stewards and association volunteers can bring along a given
amount of their own honey for sale to the public in 1 lb or 12 oz jars. We also sell cut comb honey of various types
along with round and square honey sections, all provided for sale by our members. The public love to purchase the
finest Yorkshire honeys on sale throughout the show days.
Outside we have our nucleus colonies brought along as part of the honey show section and judged on the first
morning to find the winning three. Rosettes and prize cards are given to first, second and third. Two or three times
a day demonstrations are given to the public from inside a mesh tent. The nucleus hives are opened up and frames
brought close to the mesh, then the female worker bees, drone male bees and the marked queens are all shown to
the large crowds of the public close up that gather outside the tent, all extremely interested in looking inside the
hives and to see how they work.
Throughout the rest of the day when the live bees demonstrations are not going on, we have our observation hive.
This is once again manned by our volunteers explaining to the public the inner workings of a bee hive. They can see
through the glass hive the worker bees, marked drones and a new 2014 green marked queen.
Also this year in the bee garden we had an added attraction courtesy of Jeff Pearson, a self taught skep maker. This
went down a storm , creating great interest with the public, drawing yet more visitors into the pavilion.
Yorkshire beekeepers pavilion was a hive of activity and all of it was due to our well informed association volunteers.
Without their help and dedication we could not put on such a successful annual show as we do. I would like to take
this opportunity to personally thank each and every one for giving up their time and coming along. There were
30,400 visitors to the GYS this year over the three days and a great many of them came through the YBKA pavilion.
Dave Shannon
Senior bees garden and pavilion steward

The future of

Modern Beekeeping are suppliers of high density
polystyrene beehives, beekeeping clothing and honey
processing equipment for both the hobbyist and
commercial beekeeper.
Polystyrene beehives have been used in Europe for over
30
years, where they have proved durable and very
effective.
These types of hive insulate the bees from extremes of

Visit our website and sign up to our
Newsletter

Tel: 0844

888 0573

sales@modernbeekeeping.c

w w w.modernbeekeeping.c
Registered Address: Modern Beekeeping, S&E Enterprises, Westacott Road, Barnstaple EX32
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Preparing for the Show bench
Cut Comb - Hive to Container
Dave Shannon
Cut comb honey is, I believe, the crème de la crème of the hive products. Producing a good quality cut comb
is a way to show off your skills as a beekeeper in producing a fine product for sale to the public or for the
show bench. A good reputation will be gained for a product that commands top prices from consumers. I
will attempt, through this article, to explain the methods used to achieve this, including some of the pitfalls
that may be encountered along the way.
When most people think of cut comb honey their mind goes directly to ‘heather’ honey; ling heather to be
precise (Calluna vulgaris). This is distinct from the two other varieties of heather that grow within the UK,
both bell heathers: Ericas cenerea and Tetrelix, the latter a very low growing small heather hard to find
among the rest. Ling heather is the most popular by far. Heather honey has a higher water content than
other honeys and this should be tested before preparation for legal tolerances. Ideally this should measure
no lower than 20% on your refractometer to a maximum high of 24%, but I prefer it to be below around
22%. Honey with a water content of above 23% is illegal to sell; it cannot be stored correctly and will ferment. It is far better to immediately feed this back to the bees for them to reprocess. Other honeys such as
pure Wildflower honey, borage, and Himalayan Balsam which are slow to crystallise, are also ideal for cut
comb. You need to know the honey flows in your area, and then the principles below apply in exactly the
same ways.
The essentials
The very first thing to remember when attempting to draw, fill and cap cut comb is the fact that this cannot
be attempted without a brood box absolutely bursting with good healthy young bees, lava and eggs so that
they are ready to maximise the nectar flow . The other essential is a vibrant new, preferably marked, queen
of that season who is in full lay.
The whole process of preparation usually starts towards the end of June, beginning of July, when your hives
are producing good strong queen cells. At this stage begin by selecting the hives and traits in the bees you
desire for the job (good gatherers and bees that produce good clean cell caps). From these colonies you can
also make up good strong nuc's. from selected queens and produce good strong colonies to take to the
moors at the beginning of August, leaving your other older breeding queens and hives behind.
Feeding these nucleus hives regularly is essential to give them the best possible start over the next few
weeks; the newly available six -frame poly-nuc's. with built in feeders makes this so much easier. If you do
not have these then a normal contact feeder with suffice. Fill your feeder with a light sugar syrup, then select the queen or capped queen cell and transfer into the nucleus, adding extra frames of both brood and
bees as necessary. If the frames are light of bees they can be shaken from another colony into the box to
ensure you end up with roughly 4 frames of bees. Always ensure they are free of varroa and other diseases
prior to this procedure. Next transfer the nucleus colony into a full brood box when it is full and all space
and frames are full of brood and bees. When you do this and with it being later on in the year, once again
add a feeder to the hive and keep it topped up until all new combs that you place either side of the occupied combs are fully drawn out. That is if you are using foundation frames to fill out your brood box and not
combs that have already been drawn. This will help ensure your new colony will be strong and full when the
time arrives to proceed to the moors.
When supering for the heather several methods can be used and all are quite efficient. However, this is my
preferred method. I always use new super thin comb foundation. This is a different quality of foundation
supplied specifically for cut comb honey. I place this in my hives in the early spring when the oil seed rape is
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in full flow. I do not nail the foundation into the woodwork by the usual method, but prefer to use hot molten wax to stick the foundation into place on the top bar of the woodwork after first sliding it into place
down the side groves in the frames. This ensures a better hold when dry, as the very thin sheets can sometimes slip away from the nails if tradition methods are used. It does not drop when the weather gets hotter
or fall out of place or distort. When these frames are full, however, great care is taken when uncapping
them and especially when extracting them; this must be done slowly to avoid any damage. Once extracted, I
take the frames back to the bees to clean out before storage for the heather crop in August. This method
avoids the bees having to work twice as hard to draw out the comb on cool days on the moors, and means
they can concentrate their efforts on filling and capping the lovely new frames ready for cutting. If in your
area you have another good source other than oil seed rape then this method can be applied to any such
crop where the bees can draw out good combs.
If I do not get enough drawn comb by this method I cut foundation sheets in half length ways, this method
is called the starter bar method whereby when they are fixed in pace the bees draw them out from the top
and then hopefully continue to draw them all the way down to the bottom bars into full frames when
capped. I fix them in place using the same method as before, with hot wax applied to the top bars then the
bees will hopefully draw them down and fill them with fine Heather honey. Only one super box is placed upon each hive when I take the bees to the moor. The exception would be when a colony that has exceeded
itself and is totally bursting at the seams. I then add another super to provide space for the bees and extra
brood when it hatches. This would be placed above the first super as a second super. When I add supers I
always keep my queen excluder in place on top of the brood box. I do not want the queen coming up into
my supers to lay, as this detracts from the quality and hygiene of the finished comb.
The hives are taken to the moor during the first week of August but exceptions have to be made if there is
warm or wet weather throughout June/July as the heather could flower earlier. (It is important to keep
checking on its progress).
On the moors
Ensure your hives are very full of young flying bees and brood at all stages, with at least one super on each.
Then use two straps in a criss-cross to prevent any twisting in transport and to create stability while on the
moor. It is always best to have prepared in advance a good location which is well drained and in a sheltered
area. Getting a vehicle bogged down on the moors in a remote area is very easy, so be aware.
Never place hives on top of a hill or mound, as exposure to the cold winds and rain is very detrimental to
your bees and that all-important honey crop. Always place your hives at the bottom of the moor so the bees
are going up hill when going out and down hill when coming back, saving them energy. The hives generally
stay on site for about two to three weeks depending on the conditions and once the bees have completed
their task of filling your supers they can be brought home.
Treatment of the bees against varroa and nosema and topping up their food resources is vital to sustain the
colony after you have taken off the crop. Fumidal B is no longer available for use against nosema but other
new hive cleansers are readily available to mix into your winter syrups when feeding and are very effective. I
take this precaution due to the very high water content of the heather honey and the knowledge that the
bees will have stored some of this in the brood box; it often does not store as well through the winter
months causing some cases of dysentery.
Back in the apiary
On return the task of preparing that quality product begins. At this stage you should have purchased a couple of packs of cut comb containers and their decorative sleeves from your local stockists in readiness for
filling. The first thing to do is to ensure you have a good clean working surface to prepare your cut comb.
Clean and disinfect the whole area with a food quality antibacterial spray, including any knives or other
utensils to be used in the operation and then dry thoroughly. Place your frame of sealed heather on a flat
dry surface and carefully cut around the inside of the frame releasing the comb from the woodwork. This is
when 'gluing' with wax is preferable to nailing into the woodwork. For cutting the comb, I use a simple tem10

plate made from a small piece of plastic with a handle attached at one side. This should be the same internal dimensions and shape as your cut comb container, so that it represents the piece of comb to be cut.
When this method is used it allows greater consistency and a nice clean cut piece of comb every time. Only
use the area of comb that is completely sealed.
Place your template on the surface of the cut comb at one corner then mark around its exterior with a hot
knife; this needs to be regularly cleaned it in very hot water to ensure a clean cut. I prefer to use a cheese
wire when cutting comb as this is very thin and allows a better edge to the sides. I also have a large mesh
cake stand to hand in front of me, on which I place the cut combs while the surplus honey from the newly
cut edges drains into a drip tray. This ensures a nice clean finish when they go into the containers, with no
honey running in the bottoms of the containers. If you are planning to show your cut comb, it is important
to cut all the capping in one direction.
If the frames have been drawn out to their full extent, then each shape you cut out should produce a piece
of cut comb that weighs between eight and eight and a half oz. Before placing them into the containers and
sleeves, check the weight of each one. If selling to the public, write the weight on the cut comb container
and your contact details. The comb surfaces should be clean and dry and your containers should be free
from ‘runny’ honey. If they are going to a show then the weight is crucial: 8oz each before they are placed
into the container with a nice even surface. Once completed, place them into a large plastic bag, in a strong
cardboard box and pop those into the deep freezer where they will keep very well until required. Then bring
them out two to three days before they are to be used and they should be perfect. Or simply sell them directly to the awaiting public.
I leave the labelling until the comb comes out of the freezer and the containers have dried as the damp created during thawing causes the sticky labels to peel off as they dry out. A secondary, and excellent, product
from cut comb honey other than the traditional cut comb and that is Chunk honey, another very popular
product. This is when a chunk, or piece, of cut comb is carefully cut out of the full comb as before, but the
dimensions of this piece of comb should be cut to the same size as to just fit inside a standard 1lb. honey jar
neck, leaving virtually no or very little gap where the corners of the comb square touch the inside of the jar
neck as its lowered into place. A template can be made ensuring it fits the internal dimensions of the jars
neck before cutting takes place. It should also be long enough to fill the jar from top to bottom when in
place with no gap between top and bottom of the jar, so check this measurement also. If it’s too short it will
float upwards when liquid honey is gently poured in around the chunk to fill the jar completely to complete
the process. I always think this looks best when a chunk of heather honey is used and the jar filled with a
very light coloured honey as this produces a contrast to the reddish colour of the heather honey chunk.
However this is not essential and other types of chunk honey can be used but not quite with the same effect.
Important tip
Heather honey cannot be extracted from the comb in the usual centrifugal extractor because of its very unusual gel-like properties (thixotropic) that hold it into the cells more firmly. There will be more about extracting heather honey in the October BBKA News.
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Good Bee Keeping Plants
Now we are over the June gap when there is a dearth of forage for the bees there are many
plants flowering to provide nectar and pollen. It is important to regularly deadhead your
plants, this includes the perennials as well as annuals and roses. The dead heading not only
makes the plants look better it encourages them to keep producing flowers rather than
putting their energy into ripening seeds and thus provide more pollen and nectar for the
bees.
The following plants are some that are very useful to honey bees at the moment .
Shrubs
Lavender

Lavender has grown greatly in popularity over the last couple of decades which is good news
for bees as it is an excellent source of nectar. It likes a well drained light soil in full sun which
is not surprising as it is native to the Mediterranean regions. It is not a long lived plant and
even with judicious pruning will start to look tatty after a few years. However it can be
propagated easily at this time of year by taking cuttings including a small amount of woody
stem and inserting them into a mix of 50%compost and 50% vermiculite then ensuring this
is kept moist until they root probably in about 6 weeks. Lavenders come in a great array of
shapes sizes and colours and if you want to see the greatest choice of them I would
recommend a visit to the Yorkshire Lavender Nursery www.yorkshirelavander .com. It is well
worth it.
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Hebe

Hebe Red Edge

Hebe x franciscana Variegata

Hebe Autumn Glory

Hebes are a wonderfully easy shrub to grow requiring very little in the way of maintenance
apart from some pruning if they are getting out of shape or too big for their situation. They
are useful to bees for both nectar and pollen and the bees can forage easily on them as the
flowers spikes consist of a large number of smaller flowers. The flowers vary from blues to
pinks and whites but even when they are not flowering many have attractive foliage ranging
from Hebe Red Edge with glaucous green leaves edged and veined with red ,to Hebe x
franciscana Variegata with a crisp green and white variegation to the foliage. A favourite of
mine is Hebe Autumn Glory. This Hebe flowers from July right through to early winter
bearing deep purple blue flowers. It is evergreen growing to a height of 80cm and with a
spread of about the same. As with all hebes it is happy in full sun or partial shade and poor
or moderately fertile soil.
Climbers
Virginia Creeper

Parthenocissus quinquifolia

Parthenocissus tricuspidata

My Virginia creeper is alive with bees at the moment. To the untutored human eye the
Virginia creeper has fairly boring insignificant flowers but for the bees they are excellent
sources of nectar and honey. However it is in Autumn when the leaves turn a brilliant brick
red that it looks at its most stunning. It climbs by using twining tendrils and as such requires
wires or trellis to grow up. Its relation the Boston Ivy ( Parthenocissus tricuspidata) is equally
popular with bees and also has excellent autumn colour but varies from the Virginia creeper
in its method of climbing .The Boston ivy has disc like suckers which cling onto walls and so

does not require any other means of support. Both are vigorous plants and will cover a large
area quickly .They show the best colour if planted in partial shade and well drained soil.
Perennials
Salvia sylvestris

As the “Plants for Bees” by Kirk and Howes ( an excellent reference book for gardening
beekeepers) says “ No honeybee garden should be without this plant”. Luckily it is also an
attractive easy to cultivate plant .One of the best varieties is Salvia sylvestris Mainacht
which has stunning indigo blue flowers. It grows happily in sun or partial shade in most well
drained soils. It will tolerate drought quite well which can be useful in our unpredictable
climate. When it has finished flowering it can be clipped back hard. This will rejuvenate the
foliage.
Campanula

Campanula lactiflora
glomerata

Campanula carpatica

Campanula

The common name for Campanula is Bellflower and it is found both as a wild plant (
Canterbury bells ,Hare bell, Chimney bellflower )and in many forms in cultivation from dwarf
rockery plants through to tall perennials suitable for the back of an herbaceous border. All
are useful to the honeybee for both nectar and pollen. They range in colour from deep
intense blue through paler blues ,pinks and white. One of my favourites in the tall
Campanula lactiflora Pritchards Variety .It is an old cottage garden classic producing tall
spires of delicate blue bells up to about 90cm tall. It keeps its colour better if grown in the
shade but will self seed all over the place and is happy in most soils. It is also an excellent

cut flower. Other good garden varieties are Campanula carpatica, sun loving , low growing
and clump forming. Also Campanula glomerata a mid height approx 75cm form with
clusters of rich blue purple bells

Lavatera

Lavatera x clementii Rosea
Red Rum

Lavatera x clementii Barnsley Lavatera x clementii

Lavatera are related to the wild mallows of Marsh mallow fame. They have the same large
saucer shaped flowers all in varying shades of pink from the palest Lavatera x clementii
Barnsley through to a dark magenta pink variety called Red Rum. One of the most popular
varieties is Lavatera x clementii Rosea with it’s baby pink hollyhock like flowers up to 7cm
across. The lavatera flowers are popular with honeybees for the large amounts of pollen
they produce from June right through to October. They, like the lavender are native to the
Mediterranean regions and so like a sunny well drained spot. They also do better in a
sheltered situation as they can be prone to wind damage, the wind often causing large
branches to break off. They need plenty of space as they put on a lot growth in a season
soon getting to 2mx2m

Wildflowers
Now is the time to cut down any areas of spring flowering wildflower areas .To ensure as
many flowers reseed for next year the area needs first to be cut down when the weather is
likely to be dry for a few days. The sward should be l left for a couple of days then turned or
just shaken to make sure any seeds are distributed. The sward should then be raked up and
taken away not left to rot down as wildflowers grow better on impoverished soils and the
rotting grass would increase the nutrition in the soil.

Malcolm Padfield’s beekeeping Diary
The rape was kind to us this year after an abysmal 2013 when much of the crop around us had to be reseeded with a spring crop, which has a much shorter flowering time. I managed about 150lbs, from two
reasonably strong hives with most of that coming from one colony. The water content of the honey produced seems to have been higher than usual with 20%+ being quite common.
There was no noticeable June gap this year with good flow coming from heaven knows where to give support with our mainstay balsam starting to flower early and heather well on its way it promises to be a good
year for a change- a long overdue change I might add!
For the first time I have introduced Virgins into Apideas using an introductory cage. All were “chewed out”
and things looked set fair .Good weather and high expectations for successful matings. Apparently laying
has not lived up to expectations and it appears that a number of the Q’s are drone laying. One was really
encouraging with a good brood pattern of worker brood. Caught-caged-introduced to a Q less colony –never to be seen again. Ah well, so be it etc.
Undeterred by this poor outcome I have ordered another batch from same source, so more Apideas will be
prepared and we shall try again. It’s getting late but I am hoping to go into winter (and it is only July!!) with
a number of strong Nucs .The plan here is to use them in pairs in an outer casing to reduce the effects of
any prolonged bad weather. These casings will be cheap –one winter only constructions and the Nucs will
all be fitted with ‘see-through’ crown boards.
It has been a good year for bumble bees with lots of phone calls of what are they-what will they do - questions. I have removed and relocated a number and they have faired well. I have seen very few wasps this
year-am I alone in this? In previous years, I have had wasp traps in operation for weeks at this time. They
have been absent from hives but I did find a single small bumble bee in a Nuc unit.
The idea of nitrogen fixing crops being grown more in the next few years is being felt in part of the area
now. Clover in grass leys features strongly on one farm used by one of our group. A white over field has
provided a hundred pounds of honey from a hive after its return from rape. Some will remember clover
being grown by the acre in North Yorkshire.
Some well respected ‘bee producers’ are echoing the words of the Canadian lady researcher who maintained that the system of testing individual chemicals, whilst important, was not the critical factor. The fungicide applied in conjunction with the other chemicals produced a toxic mix- the synergy being the factor
even when conditions well below individual critical levels were used. Some are claiming this is possibly the
cause of Q loss as the food supply to the Q’s is harmful. The idea is that of increasing concentration along
with the production line of the Q food from forager-food- house bees. This happened in the 60’s with pesticide-birds –hawks resulting, indirectly, to diminished numbers as a result of soft shelled eggs being produced by top predators and broods being lost.
Our interest in Black Bees as given been given a lift this last week. I have received samples with the most
negative wing measurement ever seen. The irony is that both have invaded roof/chimney areas and have
to be destroyed. With a conventional roof I could remove a few slates and solve the problem without sacrificing all the bees , but there is nothing I can do with a flat built up felt roof-the bees will certainly be occupying the cavity ands will cause a nuisance to the people and the property
I am trying out a new introduction/transport cage. I received Q’s in these and went through the usual routine of releasing attendants and leaving the bees to chew through the candy and release the Q’s.The man
who provided the Q’s pointed out to me that the bottom of the cage has a strip which can be cut out to
produce a Q excluder. So … after the last failure and disappearing Q…this time the Q will go on top of the
crown board with the fondant exit capped off. This will allow the bees to feed the Virgin Q ,and if she is
not damaged ,after a couple of days the candy cap will be removed.
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Our big show piece of the year went well with the Yorkshire Show enjoying good weather for walking
around and looking at a wide range of activities. A brand new pavilion( that’s with one ‘L’) was officially
opened and was the venue for the honey-wax-cakes elements of the beekeeping pursuits.
Rather less numbers visited the other aspects of hive and related equipment area. It was good to see live
bees at the show with the observation hive, as ever, of interest to both young and ‘less young’.
The activities of the new young skep maker were very well received and lots of interest was generated ,not
just in the working of the straw but the general information surrounding the origins of skeps and beekeeping traceable back to the times of the pharoes.Well done that man for your efforts and pointing the way to
the more modern equipment display in the old pavilion.
Mid July and the balsam is yielding well. The bees look like flour grinders and the supers are filling at a
great rate of knots.
The 14”X12” hive that were shook swarmed are a mass of sealed brood so colony strength should be very
high in time to catch the flow. This assumes of course that this ‘summer of great content’ stays with us for
a while. Next week should see the first supers off, extracted and back on. It is my favourite honey, so fingers crossed.
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The Darlington Denes are all of a BUZZ.
In a sheltered area of a quiet Darlington park, new life is being breathed into a disused
bowling green. But rather than bowling teams returning to tread the peaceful green, tens of
thousands of honey bees are staking their claim to the land as part of a community
beekeeping initiative.
Beekeeping has enjoyed a renaissance in recent years
with many allotment holders and gardeners recognizing
its benefits. There has been a noticeable shift in the
public’s perception of what needs to be done and there
is a heightened awareness of the need to protect these
most valuable of insects especially since recent studies
have highlighted the decline in Britain’s honeybee and bumblebee populations.
One group harnessing this new surge of public enthusiasm is the Darlington Beekeepers
Association. Formed in 2011 with just 14 members, the association now boasts almost 100
members. When senior association members were approached by Darlington Borough
Council about the possibility of placing hives on a disused bowling green, a plan to create a
community apiary was put into action.
Now, with council planning approval, hives have begun to appear on the green in
Darlington’s Denes parkland and association secretary Roger Chappel believes it could be
the beginning of something rather
special. The inspiration behind the
initiative was provided by Bradford
Borough Council who recently
granted permission for Bradford BKA
to use similar facilities (see BBKA
News Sept 2010) and Darlington
Borough Council are equally keen to
promote eco-friendly ideas. We are
delighted to have similar facilities in
Darlington now.
On Saturday, June 5th the official
Pictured: The mayor Councillor Gerald Lee, the
grand opening took place. It was a
mayoress Ruth Lee, Jenny Chapman MP, DBKA
wet day but the rain failed to
Chairman Malcolm Harding, DBKA Secretary Roger
dampen spirits and the community
Chappel and Technical Director Len Mutton
apiary was formerly opened by local
MP Jenny Chapman and the town’s mayor Councillor Gerald Lee. They braved the rain as
guests of honour in addition to many other guests from the local communities, council
officials and representatives from local beekeeping associations including the YBKA.
Association members have worked tirelessly over the last few months converting the lush
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turf with the planting of bushes, trees, shrubs and bee-friendly plants. Ten beehives have
also been installed in the centre of the plot. The intention is to turn the whole area in to a
wild-flower meadow and already many local residents have joined with association
members to contribute plants and shrubs to achieve this.
The association has leased the land from the council for six months with the option of
extending it if no complaints or problems, such as vandalism, arise.
Len Mutton, technical director of the association, said
security measures such as CCTV cameras and the Arnia
monitoring system are in place and it is hoped that
this will be enough to deter people from wanting to
cause trouble and at the same time allow members to
monitor and control the hives using their computers at
home. He said: “We are already getting some
residents and regular dog walkers saying to us that
they are keeping an eye on the hives and that is really
encouraging.”
The association has also formed links with the
Darlington branch of Friends of the Earth who recently
received a grant to create wildflower meadows in the
borough. The Friends group has pledged to donate
wildflower seeds to help the beekeepers create their
own floral oasis which will especially benefit wild
bumblebees.
Roger Chappel (Secretary and founder member) said: “In a way we are creating a park
within a park. We hope it will make the area more attractive for everybody and be a
welcome addition to the Dene. The DBKA are keen to involve the local community in the
upkeep of the hives and meadow and have already run two open days which was
enthusiastically attended by local residents keen to get involved. Everyone in the area is
delighted that the plot is being used to good purpose and that it will make a major
contribution to the preservation of wild life as well as providing an attractive resource for
residents and visitors alike. The Denes Park, which runs for about ½ mile through the
middle of Darlington, has already been enhanced by this forward-looking initiative”.
Roger Chappel (Secretary : Darlington Beekeepers Association and Yorkshire BKA)
Pictures courtesy of the Northern Echo, Darlington

YORKSHIRE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY
COUNTRYSIDE DAYS 2014
The annual event for schools throughout Yorkshire and Humber was held at the Great Yorkshire
Showground on Tuesday 10th and Wednesday 11th June.
The event is aimed at bringing aspects of the countryside to primary school children in Yorkshire and
Humber
A total of 231 children came into the Normanby Pavilion to look at live bees, spot the queen, taste
honey and look at pollen under microscopes – and general have a great time.
As usual a bee based competition was held with this year’s topic being “THE LIFE OF A BEE”.
Fifteen schools rose to challenge and after some interesting entries three prizes were awarded:£100 to Mill Hill Community School, Northallerton
£75
to Hookstone Chase Primary School, Harrogate
£50
to The Hill Academy, Thurnscoe, Barnsley
And a highly commended prize of £25 to Sessay CofE Primary School
The winning entries were displayed over the three days of the Great Yorkshire Show with both
Hookstone Chase & Mill Hill schools coming along to collect their prize money.
An exhausting two days but enjoyed by all who visited and, more importantly, those trusty band of
helpers who gave up their time. YOU KNOW WHO YOU ARE.

Phil Gee
Schools Day Organiser
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